Group Reiki Healing Session on 11/3/2010

I had a most interesting day. I felt throughout the day that the energies for this session were being set up and about an hour before I meditated on what was going to occur and I felt and still do feel very electrical which means I am upgrading and stretching energetically.

There were 430 people in the group tonight including myself. While it only took a half hour for me to transmit the energies, I got that some people would experience it for a much longer time and most of us will be integrating these healings while we sleep tonight.

The first thing I did tonight was set my intent that everything would be aligned with the highest good of all and support the spiritual evolution of each being with ease and grace and divine ideal integration. I sensed that a lot of the healing from tonight went into the past and future as well as the present moment. This happens a lot in all the healing and enlightenment work that I do.

I then looked over the list of participants and set the intent to include all of them in the group healing session.

I asked the Creator to clear, transmute, heal, release and dissolve any blocks, doubts, fears and self sabotage we may have to being totally open, ready, able and willing to accept/allow/receive the healing.

The first thing that I felt guided to do was to work on clearing the energy of each participant's home, real and personal property. The Holy Spirit Shekinah came in with the White Gold Ray of Purification; Archangel Zadkiel came in with the Violet Gold Flame of Transmutation. I asked Archangel Michael to clear out any less than love beings, energies, frequencies, vibrations etc. and he placed an etheric sword of cobalt blue protection energy into the center of each home that created a dome of electric blue light. Archangel Raphael came in and filled the dome with an electric Emerald Green Ray of Healing. Finally Lord Metatron came in with a diamond platinum titanium type of healing energy for the home.

Next I worked with Quan Yin and the Karmic Board to heal and ameliorate as much karma as possible at this time for each of us.

About 2/3 of the group are empaths who pick up negative energies from others like a sponge and half of this group or 1/3 are planetary empaths who pick up negative energies from the planet as it clears old energies so that it can ascend. So the next step in the healing session was to work with the Creator to clear, transmute, heal and release as much negative energy, non-us energy, fears, planetary chaos, economic/financial chaos as possible from our consciousness and energetic spaces.

Next Divine Mother came in to help each of us to clear, heal and upgrade our heart and Divine Father came in to help each of us to clear, heal and upgrade our minds, brains and personality selves.
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Then the Council of Guardians of Reiki came in to transmit a series of Multidimensional, Multi-spectrum Reiki Healing energies from the fourth to ninth dimensions.

Then I transmitted energies from Usui Reiki to help us to clear, transmute, heal and release energetic weaknesses, imbalances, illness and disease states as well as blocks to optimal health and well being on all levels. Then the Council of Guardians of Reiki came in again to transmit a series of Multidimensional, Multi-spectrum Reiki Healing energies from the fourth to ninth dimensions.

Next I transmitted energies from Karuna Reiki to help heal the physical body, organs and systems; the chakras, meridians, strangeflows and nadiis; the etheric body, organs and systems; the emotional body, heart, organs and systems; the mental body, minds, brains, organs and systems and the spiritual bodies, soul, Oversoul, monad, organs and systems. Then the Council of Guardians of Reiki came in again to transmit a series of Multidimensional, Multi-spectrum Reiki Healing energies from the fourth to ninth dimensions.

At this point we were about halfway done and Creator came in with some energies to help us to integrate in the NOW with ease and grace.

The next group of healing was a series of divine ideal extracts of healing energies from Kundalini Reiki, Crystalline Rainbow Reiki and Emerald Green Ray Reiki from Archangel Raphael. I have never heard of Emerald Green Ray Reiki so I will have to google it tomorrow to see if someone has downloaded it or if it is something I need to do so that was interesting. Each person received the energies that were aligned with their highest good.

Then the Council of Guardians of Reiki came in again to transmit a series of Multidimensional, Multi-spectrum Reiki Healing energies from the fourth to ninth dimensions and Creator came in with some energies to help us to integrate in the NOW with ease and grace.

The next wave of healing transmissions came in from Angelic Heart Star Reiki which I downloaded in October of 2010. These transmissions focused on emotional healing. There were transmissions for healing our relationships with our parents, family, friends and coworkers; forgiving self, others and spirit; healing our genetic lineages and bloodlines; healing our inner child and personality self, etc.

Then there were some transmissions to help us unplug from the 3\textsuperscript{rd} dimensional matrix of duality consciousness; to clear, transmute, heal and release core fear; etc. Buddha brought in some energies to help us with grounding.

Then the Council of Guardians of Reiki came in again to transmit a series of Multidimensional, Multi-spectrum Reiki Healing energies from the fourth to ninth dimensions and Creator came in with some energies to help us to integrate in the NOW with ease and grace and to fill in with love any areas that were cleared out during the healing session.

The next free Reiki Healing Session will be on Wednesday December 8\textsuperscript{th} at 9:00 pm.

Much self love, joy, mastery and healing to each of you, Bill Austin
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Report on Spiritual Growth Group Session on November 10, 2010

Again the energies for this group came in throughout the day and intensified an hour before this session. I was asking for more information about why I am feeling drawn to working with groups at this time. The free Reiki Healing Monthly Group sessions are to help anchor a lot of healing for humanity to help with the 2012 shift. It is a most challenging time and these free group healing sessions are helping to bring in a lot of cosmic dispensations of grace to help prepare humanity and the planet for the 2012 shift.

In the two other group healing sessions I have created for Spiritual Growth and Optimal Health, the focus is very different. On the inner planes a call has been sent out to people who are here to anchor in the energies of the post 2012 world. People who are drawn to these sessions are energetic role models or way-showers. Although this group is much smaller than the Free Reiki Healing Group the world service contracts and commitments are much stronger in the individuals so it is serving a very important purpose. We are creating the energetic blueprints or templates of the post 2012 Heart Paradigm for humanity.

What this means is that a lot of very powerful clearing and healing can take place among us and that will help humanity and the planet to stay more stable as the planet upgrades and raises its love and light frequencies. Everyone in this group is a planetary empath and most of us have moved beyond the planetary ascension process to focus more on the cosmic ascension process. It feels like we will have an interesting journey with these healings.

I began with prayer and setting my intent and gathering people from the group into the session. I had this image of each of us being sprinkled with sparkly fairy dust. The first wave of transmissions was to clear our home, land, car, electronics, real and personal property. The Creator and the Holy Spirit Shekinah came forth to assist with this. This felt like a rainbow in that many of the Seven Rays and also some ultraviolet clearing and transmuting energies were utilized. Then the Archangel Raphael and the Angels of Healing and Love came in to help us to clear anxiety, fear, planetary chaos and resistance to change.

Archangel Michael, Metatron and Melchizedek came forth as well to help each of us to clear, transmute heal and release all anxiety, fear, stress, tension, worry, financial chaos, planetary chaos and resistance to change. The next wave of healing was to clear, transmute, release and dissolve less-than-love and non-us energies, frequencies, beings and influences as well as less-than-love interference, manipulation and astral travel frequencies.

Some of you had gathered discarnates in your energetic spaces and fields and Archangel Michael came forth to help you to release these energies. Most of us had implants, devices and beings lodged in our energetic bodies, fields, spaces and the spaces between the spaces and Archangel Michael helped you to release those.

Archangel Raphael, Archangel Michael and the Angels of Love and Healing came forth to help each of us to clear negative ego programming and to transmute our shadow (or help us to accept and NOT judge the less-than-love aspects of our nature). Then the angels initiated an Angelic Purge of Negativity which was a deep level cleansing, transmutation and release of
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negative programs, feelings, emotions, attitudes, thoughts, beliefs, memories, self talk and past events. They also worked on clearing out self sabotage, doubt, procrastination, bad habits, addictions and cravings to addictive substances. Apparently each of us has quite strong intent as to what we want to accomplish so I held a space for a wide range and spectrum of healing and enlightenment energies to assist us to achieve our intent.

I then called in the energies of Quan Yin and worked with her and the Karmic Board to help heal and ameliorate as much karma as possible at this time for each of us. After we worked on clearing, healing and ameliorating karma, the angels came in to assist us in healing our relationships with family, partners, friends, co-workers and clients. They then immersed each of us in a tank and poured cosmic pots of self love, self acceptance, unconditional love, self esteem, deserving/self worth, compassion, kindness, patience, tolerance and joy energies on us. This was very fun!

We then worked on releasing our past and living/focusing more on the NOW or present moment. We each were bathed in an intense powerful light of unconditional love which first was directed to our past history in this life time, then to past lives and past life archives, then to our genome, epigenome and genetic archives, then to our bloodline/ancestral stuff, then to parallel lifetimes and parallel life bleedthrough and then to future life stuff. Very powerful.

When the light was directed to past life, genetic and bloodline ancestral stuff a lot of misaligned energies from spells, curses, hexes and magical influences came up so the angels took some time to help us clear out of our energetic spaces this type of energy. Then we had another time out where I held a space for individualized healing for the highest level aspect of the monads of our souls.

The next range of healing was to help each of us to release as much core fear, self sabotage, anxiety, doubt, grief, anger, depression and other downer emotions as we could. Some of this felt like clearing anger toward Spirit and the irritation of living on a dysfunctional world and the pain of feeling separated from Source energies and our home vibrations. Many of us are starseeds who do NOT originate on Gaia.

The next round of healing was for emotional trauma, inner child wounding and for healing the personality self, selves and sub-personalities. Then the angels, Divine Mother, Divine Father and the Holy Spirit Shekinah helped each of us to heal our multidimensional heart, the minds and brains and DNA/genetics. The angels then worked with each of us individually to open angelic chambers of our hearts to help us to anchor the angelic love attributes. Each person was working on different things. Looked like a Nautilus shell opening up. Then the Holy Spirit Shekinah came forth to baptize each of us, to wash our feet and to awaken, open and activate more of our spiritual gifts. This was followed by me holding the space for individualized help with our soul’s wish list. Also the Creator brought forth a round of energies to help us to integrate with ease and grace.

The next wave of healing was to help us to clear, transmute, heal, release and dissolve any blocks we had to planetary ascension. This was followed by another wave of healing to help us to clear, transmute, heal, release and dissolve any blocks we had to cosmic ascension. Then
the Creator transmitted to each of us a Heart Oriented Ascension Upgrades and Cosmic Dispensations of Grace energies. Again each of us got something different depending on what is aligned with our highest good in the NOW.

I then held a space for individualized healing work and brought in some more integration frequencies. The next wave of healing was to help us to embrace, express and embody the highest level aspect of our monads and then a wave of healing came in to help us to embody the peace of GOD which passes all understanding. The final transmission was from the Creator to help us to ground back into our bodies with ease and grace and divine ideal integration.
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Report on Optimal Health Group Healing Session on November 17

I began with prayer and setting my intent and gathering people from the group into the session. The first wave of transmissions was to clear our home, land, car, electronics, real and personal property. This was followed by a wave of clearing, healing and transmuting energies for anxiety, fear, planetary chaos and resistance to change. The first round of healing concluded with a lot of clearing, transmuting, healing and releasing of all less-than-love and non-US energies from our energetic parts, particles, fields, organs, systems and bodies.

After that work of healing was done, I held an energetic space for individualized or personalized healing for the top priority things we had each set the intent for as well as the areas that were high priority for healing from the highest level aspect of our monad – that most pristine part of who we are.

The next round of healing focused on the endocrine gland system and all of the related organs and systems of the body. A lot of healing work was done to release less-than-love energies from this system and to upgrade it energetically. We worked on clearing out the death hormone and bringing in some Light Codes for Immortality. While I was holding the space for this, the focus of the healing shifted to healing for the amygdala (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amygdala) and also a healing of the flight or fright response and the region of the reptilian brain associated with this.

The focus of the healing then morphed into healing for environmental sensitivities. Most people in the group are very sensitive to the environment and take on stuff from the ways our energetic bodies interact or interface with the energetic body of the planet. So some healing work was done in that area. A lot of times allergies are due to environmental sensitivities. While I was doing this, I was next directed to work on helping people to clear out less-than-love stuff that originated from astral travel at night when we go to sleep.

Then we did a huge round of healing of energetic weaknesses, imbalances, illness and disease states as well as energetic blockages, congestion, stuck and damaged frequencies. We also worked on clearing, healing and upgrading the chakras, meridians, aura and energetic systems and organs. After that work of healing was done, I held an energetic space for individualized or personalized healing for the top priority stuff for each of us.

We shifted gears and began working on emotional areas. A wave of healing was sent to help us clear, transmute, heal and release anxiety, fear, worry, depression, guilt, despair, grief, sadness, sorrow and all other downer emotions. Then the angels came in to help us heal our inner child and release patterns of emotional trauma and wounds. This was followed up by healing for addictive patterns, programs, behaviors and cravings for addictive substances.

Next we worked on healing the water component of the body and the energetic spaces between the spaces. Then the angels came in and polished each of us energetically. It was very wild but I got that it was helping not only to cleanse and purify us but also to help each of us to integrate and ground the healings into the physical body. After that wave of healing was done, I held an energetic space for individualized or personalized healing.
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We then shifted gears and worked on healing our relationships. A lot of energies came in around karma healing and amelioration and for forgiveness of self, others and Spirit. I saw that each of us had taken on a lot of less-than-love energies from people we love so that was cleared off of us and a lot of work was done to help each of us to upgrade our relationships with everyone so that we connect from the heart not the solar plexus or the mind. The angels worked with our throat chakras and communications patterns to help us to speak our truth with love from our heart.

The next wave of healing was for our personality self/selves. When we healed our relationships, we had an opportunity to upgrade our personality self so that was the next wave of healing. Then the Overlighting Deva of Healing and the Overlighting Deva of DNA from the Elohim Councils came in to help us to heal our DNA, Genetics, Epigenetics, etc. They did a lot of work with healing the master cell of the DNA in the pineal gland. They also worked on helping each of us to clear, transmute, heal and release genetic predispositions to disease. After that wave of healing was done, I held an energetic space for individualized or personalized healing as well as energies to assist us with integration.

The next area of healing was around healing our relationship with money and blocks we have to being abundant, prosperous and successful. A lot of work was done to help us to energetically anchor the realization that “I AM the Source of My Abundance.” Many of us have taken on the financial chaos of the world rather than helping transmute it which is what we came here to do so most of us got a huge energetic lecture and reminder.

We concluded with me holding the space for personalized healing and the Creator came forth with frequencies to help us take the healings we have received to the next level and layers with ease and grace. The final transmission was for helping us to integrate all that we received with ease and grace.
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